Week 1 Qualifiers

Raider Rookie
2Fit2Quit
Accrual Workout
Butch Counts-id-y and the Sum-dance Kids
CATCHUSIFYOUCANVII
Capes Little Blubberers
Count It Down
Dewey Divas
Die Lard
Flab-U-Less
FridgeRAIDERS
Girls Just Want to Have Buns
Give it our all, Diva's #2
Hail Mary
Hell-Bound Training
Hungry Hungry Hippo
NerdHerd
Raider Rumps
Raiders of the Lost Donut
Rookies Rock!
Shredders
Skinny Cows
The Femme Fit-ales
The Resolosers
The Wingbacks
Thin It to Win It
Three Ring Circus
Tootsie Rollers
Trouble with the curve
Two Texans and A Yankee (Walk Into a Gym)
Waist Watchers
Weapons of Mass Reduction
Wedding Ready!
Weight What?
Witness the Fitness--weekly winner

Raider Power
Best of The West
Chasing Deadlines
Coffee Is Our Cardio
Fit Bit
Flabless Four
Flabuless
GYMacian Bobsled Team!
Hell on Heels--weekly winner
Mission Slimpossible
OIA: Others In Awe
WIP
Young and Breathless

Raider Warrior
Buns up, Guns up
Die Lard 2: Metabolic Revenge
DownWithTheFitness--weekly winner
Fit & Furious 3
Fit by Design
Fit to P-H-A-T
Go Go Girls
HosFITality
Sporty Shorties
The Nutty Professors

You've Lost that Fatty Feelin'
can you CATCH-UP & MUSTER the strength
eLearning eXercisers
emily.wilkinson@ttu.edu